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                  D-SUB cable,
SCSI cable,

CAT5/6 network cable,
automotive cable, medical cable, waterproof cable

Focus on R&D and production of high-end wiring harness for 15 years
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ROBOT HARNESS

INDUSTRIAL HARNESS

MEDICAL HARNESS

CAR HARNESS

WATERPROOF CABLE

LVDS HARNESS

COAXIAL CABLE

D-SUB CABLE

SCSI CABLE

CAT5/6/7

VGA/DVI/HDMI

USB CABLE

...

...
FLAT HARNESS ...

SPECIAL
...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

SPECIAL COMMON

FOURTEEN YEARS OF CUSTOMIZED R&D AND 
PRODUCTION OF HIGH-END WIRING HARNESSES

STRONG TECHNICAL TEAM AND 
PERFECT QUALITY SYSTEM

BE YOUR TRUSTED SUPPLIER AND BUSINESS PARTNER

PRODUCT 
DESCRIPTION

Focus on R&D and production of high-end wiring harness for 15 years
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product information:

NAME：control cabinet cable

Features:

parameter: parameter:

·Strong oil resistance, the sheath is still soft when tested in oil for a long time

·High-quality elastic outer quilt, flexible and anti-aging, 

waterproof, sun-proof, oil-resistant and frost-resistant

·Imported oxygen-free copper core, the pure copper content is as 

high as 99.99%

·Double-layer shielding, aluminum foil and tin-plated oxygen-free copper 

mesh, double anti-interference

name 
model

Core material  

Outer material 

color 

connector

parameter name parameter
Robot control cabinet wire

Oxygen-free copper wire

PVC

Wire length  0.5-10m

custom made

client needs

Craft injection molding

Supply Custom processing

name 
model

Core material  

Outer material 

color 

connector

parameter name parameter
Robot extension cable

Oxygen-free copper wire

PVC

Wire length  0.5-10m

custom made

client needs

Craft injection molding

Supply Custom processing

name 
model

Core material  

Outer material 

color 

connector

parameter name parameter
Robot main control cable

Oxygen-free copper wire

PVC

Wire length  0.5-10m

custom made

client needs

Craft injection molding

Supply Custom processing

product information:

NAME：Robot main control cable

Features:
·Strong oil resistance, the sheath is still soft when tested in oil for a long time

·High-quality elastic outer quilt, flexible and anti-aging, 

waterproof, sun-proof, oil-resistant and frost-resistant

·Imported oxygen-free copper core, the pure copper content is as 

high as 99.99%

·Double-layer shielding, aluminum foil and tin-plated oxygen-free copper 

mesh, double anti-interference

product information:

NAME：Robot extension cable

Features:

parameter:

·Strong oil resistance, the sheath is still soft when tested in oil for a long time

·High-quality elastic outer quilt, flexible and anti-aging, 

waterproof, sun-proof, oil-resistant and frost-resistant

·Imported oxygen-free copper core, the pure copper content is as 

high as 99.99%

·Double-layer shielding, aluminum foil and tin-plated oxygen-free copper 

mesh, double anti-interferenceApplicable industry:：

ROBOTIC HARNESSES

SPECIAL PRODUCT

robot robotic arm intelligent

industry CNC ...

Robot Harness

Focus on R&D and production of high-end wiring harness for 15 years
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product information: product information:

NAME：Robot Power Cable

NAME：Robot extension cable

NAME：Robot control cabinet cable

parameter:

name 
model

Core material  

Outer material 

color 

connector

parameter name parameter
Robot extension cable

Oxygen-free copper wire

PVC

Wire length  0.5-10m

custom made

client needs

Craft injection molding

Supply Custom processing

product information:

Features:
·Strong oil resistance, the sheath is still soft when tested in oil for a long time

·High-quality elastic outer quilt, flexible and anti-aging, 

waterproof, sun-proof, oil-resistant and frost-resistant

·Imported oxygen-free copper core, the pure copper content is as 

high as 99.99%

·Double-layer shielding, aluminum foil and tin-plated oxygen-free copper 

mesh, double anti-interference

name 
model

Core material  

Outer material 

color 

connector

parameter name parameter
Robot Power Cable

Oxygen-free copper wire

PVC

Wire length  0.5-10m

custom made

client needs

Craft injection molding

Supply Custom processing

parameter:

name 
model

Core material  

Outer material 

color 

connector

parameter name parameter
Robot control cabinet cable

Oxygen-free copper wire

PVC

Wire length  0.5-10m

custom made

client needs

Craft injection molding

Supply Custom processing

parameter:

Features:
·Strong oil resistance, the sheath is still soft when tested in oil for a long time

·High-quality elastic outer quilt, flexible and anti-aging, 

waterproof, sun-proof, oil-resistant and frost-resistant

·Imported oxygen-free copper core, the pure copper content is as 

high as 99.99%

·Double-layer shielding, aluminum foil and tin-plated oxygen-free copper 

mesh, double anti-interference

Features:
·Strong oil resistance, the sheath is still soft when tested in oil for a long time

·High-quality elastic outer quilt, flexible and anti-aging, 

waterproof, sun-proof, oil-resistant and frost-resistant

·Imported oxygen-free copper core, the pure copper content is as 

high as 99.99%

·Double-layer shielding, aluminum foil and tin-plated oxygen-free copper 

mesh, double anti-interference

Applicable industry：

SCSI SERIES

aviationmotormechanical

control CNC ...

Industrial harness

Focus on R&D and production of high-end wiring harness for 15 years
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product information:

NAME：Industrial Equipment Cables

Features:
·Choose high-quality materials, not easy to break the skin, long service life

·High-quality elastic outer quilt, flexible and anti-aging, waterproof, 

sun-proof, oil-resistant and frost-resistant

·The thickened copper core has low impedance, and the signal 

transmission is more stable

·With shielding layer, anti-interference, stable transmission

Features:
·Choose high-quality materials, not easy to break the skin, long service life

·High-quality elastic outer quilt, flexible and anti-aging, waterproof, 

sun-proof, oil-resistant and frost-resistant

·The thickened copper core has low impedance, and the signal 

transmission is more stable

·With shielding layer, anti-interference, stable transmission

NAME：IEE488-CABLE

NAME：current transmission cable

parameter:

name 
model

Core material  

Outer material 

color 

connector

parameter name parameter
40P terminal block wiring

Oxygen-free copper wire

PVC

Wire length  0.5-10m

custom made

client needs

Craft injection molding

Supply Custom processing

name 
model

Core material  

Outer material 

color 

connector

parameter name parameter
Industrial Equipment Cables

Oxygen-free copper wire

PVC

Wire length  0.5-10m

custom made

client needs

Craft with braid

Supply Custom processing

parameter:

name 
model

Core material  

Outer material 

color 

connector

parameter name parameter
IEE488-CABLE

Oxygen-free copper wire

PVC

Wire length  0.5-10m

custom made

client needs

Craft with braid

Supply Custom processing

parameter:

name 
model

Core material  

Outer material 

color 

connector

parameter name parameter
current transmission cable

Oxygen-free copper wire

PVC

Wire length  0.5-10m

custom made

client needs

Craft with braid

Supply Custom processing

parameter:

product information:

product information:

Features:
·Choose high-quality materials, not easy to break the skin, long service life

·High-quality elastic outer quilt, flexible and anti-aging, waterproof, 

sun-proof, oil-resistant and frost-resistant

·The thickened copper core has low impedance, and the signal 

transmission is more stable

·With shielding layer, anti-interference, stable transmission

Features:
·Choose high-quality materials, not easy to break the skin, long service life

·High-quality elastic outer quilt, flexible and anti-aging, waterproof, 

sun-proof, oil-resistant and frost-resistant

·The thickened copper core has low impedance, and the signal 

transmission is more stable

·With shielding layer, anti-interference, stable transmission

product information:

NAME：40P terminal block wiring

Focus on R&D and production of high-end wiring harness for 15 years
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name 
model

Core material  

Outer material 

color 

connector

parameter name parameter
data acquisition cable

Oxygen-free copper wire

PVC

Wire length  0.5-10m

custom made

client needs

Craft with braid

Supply Custom processing

parameter:

name 
model

Core material  

Outer material 

color 

connector

parameter name parameter
CABLE-DB37PIN

Oxygen-free copper wire

PVC

Wire length  0.5-10m

custom made

client needs

Craft with braid

Supply Custom processing

parameter:

name 
model

Core material  

Outer material 

color 

connector

parameter name parameter
Aviation cable-Teflon

Oxygen-free copper wire

PVC

Wire length  0.5-10m

custom made

client needs

Craft with braid

Supply Custom processing

parameter:

name 
model

Core material  

Outer material 

color 

connector

parameter name parameter
Device internal cable

Oxygen-free copper wire

PVC

Wire length  0.5-10m

custom made

client needs

Craft with braid

Supply Custom processing

parameter:

NAME：data acquisition cable

NAME：CABLE-DB37PIN

NAME：Aviation cable-Teflon

product information:

Features:
·Choose high-quality materials, not easy to break the skin, long service life

·High-quality elastic outer quilt, flexible and anti-aging, waterproof, 

sun-proof, oil-resistant and frost-resistant

·The thickened copper core has low impedance, and the signal 

transmission is more stable

·With shielding layer, anti-interference, stable transmission

Features:
·Choose high-quality materials, not easy to break the skin, long service life

·High-quality elastic outer quilt, flexible and anti-aging, waterproof, 

sun-proof, oil-resistant and frost-resistant

·The thickened copper core has low impedance, and the signal 

transmission is more stable

·With shielding layer, anti-interference, stable transmission

Features:
·Choose high-quality materials, not easy to break the skin, long service life

·High-quality elastic outer quilt, flexible and anti-aging, waterproof, 

sun-proof, oil-resistant and frost-resistant

·The thickened copper core has low impedance, and the signal 

transmission is more stable

·With shielding layer, anti-interference, stable transmission

Features:
·Choose high-quality materials, not easy to break the skin, long service life

·High-quality elastic outer quilt, flexible and anti-aging, waterproof, 

sun-proof, oil-resistant and frost-resistant

·The thickened copper core has low impedance, and the signal 

transmission is more stable

·With shielding layer, anti-interference, stable transmission

product information:

product information:

product information:

NAME：Device internal cable

Focus on R&D and production of high-end wiring harness for 15 years
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name 
model

Core material  

Outer material 

color 

connector

parameter name parameter
WAGO Connector Cable

Oxygen-free copper wire

PVC

Wire length  0.5-10m

custom made

client needs

Craft with braid

Supply Custom processing

parameter:

name 
model

Core material  

Outer material 

color 

connector

parameter name parameter
Photo collection harness

Oxygen-free copper wire

PVC

Wire length  0.5-10m

custom made

client needs

Craft with braid

Supply Custom processing

parameter:

name 
model

Core material  

Outer material 

color 

connector

parameter name parameter
waterproof IP67 cable

Oxygen-free copper wire

PVC

Wire length  0.5-10m

custom made

client needs

Craft with braid

Supply Custom processing

parameter:

name 
model

Core material  

Outer material 

color 

connector

parameter name parameter
data acquisition cable

Oxygen-free copper wire

PVC

Wire length  0.5-10m

custom made

client needs

Craft with braid

Supply Custom processing

parameter:

NAME：WAGO Connector Cable

NAME：Photo collection harness

NAME：waterproof IP67 cable

NAME：data acquisition cable

Features:
·Choose high-quality materials, not easy to break the skin, long service life

·High-quality elastic outer quilt, flexible and anti-aging, waterproof, 

sun-proof, oil-resistant and frost-resistant

·The thickened copper core has low impedance, and the signal 

transmission is more stable

·With shielding layer, anti-interference, stable transmission

Features:
·Choose high-quality materials, not easy to break the skin, long service life

·High-quality elastic outer quilt, flexible and anti-aging, waterproof, 

sun-proof, oil-resistant and frost-resistant

·The thickened copper core has low impedance, and the signal 

transmission is more stable

·With shielding layer, anti-interference, stable transmission

product information:

product information:

Features:
·Choose high-quality materials, not easy to break the skin, long service life

·High-quality elastic outer quilt, flexible and anti-aging, waterproof, 

sun-proof, oil-resistant and frost-resistant

·The thickened copper core has low impedance, and the signal 

transmission is more stable

·With shielding layer, anti-interference, stable transmission

Features:
·Choose high-quality materials, not easy to break the skin, long service life

·High-quality elastic outer quilt, flexible and anti-aging, waterproof, 

sun-proof, oil-resistant and frost-resistant

·The thickened copper core has low impedance, and the signal 

transmission is more stable

·With shielding layer, anti-interference, stable transmission

product information:

product information:

Focus on R&D and production of high-end wiring harness for 15 years
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product information:

NAME：Medical equipment wire

Features:

parameter:

·Choose high-quality materials, not easy to break and break, 
longer service life
·Bold copper core has low resistance and more stable signal 
transmission
·Made of pure copper wire, flame-retardant high-temperature 
materials to prevent potential safety hazards caused by short circuits
·The product is injection molded to make the solder joints firm, 
not easy to open, and effectively prevent oxidation

name 
model    

Core material     

Outer material     

color   

connector 

parameter name  parameter
Medical equipment wire

Pure copper

PVC

Wire length 0.5-10m

White

customizable

Craft  Injection molding

Supply Spot goods/Custom processing

parameter:

name 
model    

Core material     

Outer material     

color   

connector 

parameter name  parameter
Medical equipment wire

Pure copper

PVC

Wire length 0.5-10m

cream color

customizable

Craft  Injection molding

Supply Spot goods/Custom processing

parameter:

name 
model    

Core material     

Outer material     

color   

connector 

parameter name  parameter
Medical equipment wire

Pure copper

PVC

Wire length 0.5-10m

White

customizable

Craft  Injection molding

Supply Spot goods/Custom processing

product information:

NAME：Medical equipment cable

Features:
·Choose high-quality materials, not easy to break and break, 
longer service life
·Bold copper core has low resistance and more stable signal 
transmission
·Made of pure copper wire, flame-retardant high-temperature 
materials to prevent potential safety hazards caused by short circuits
·The product is injection molded to make the solder joints firm, 
not easy to open, and effectively prevent oxidation

product information:

NAME：Medical equipment cable

Features:
·Choose high-quality materials, not easy to break and break, 
longer service life
·Bold copper core has low resistance and more stable signal 
transmission
·Made of pure copper wire, flame-retardant high-temperature 
materials to prevent potential safety hazards caused by short circuits
·The product is injection molded to make the solder joints firm, 
not easy to open, and effectively prevent oxidation

MEDICAL CABLE 
SERIES

Applicable industry:

D-SUB SERIES

Medical instruments equipment

power supply image ...

Focus on R&D and production of high-end wiring harness for 15 years
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parameter:

name 
model    

Core material     

Outer material     

color   

connector 

parameter name  parameter
Medical equipment wire

Pure copper

PVC

Wire length 0.5-10m

White

customizable

Craft  Injection molding

Supply Spot goods/Custom processing

parameter:

name 
model    

Core material     

Outer material     

color   

connector 

parameter name  parameter
Medical equipment wire

Pure copper

PVC

Wire length 0.5-10m

White

customizable

Craft  Injection molding

Supply Spot goods/Custom processing

product information:

NAME：Medical equipment cable

Features:
·Choose high-quality materials, not easy to break and break, 
longer service life
·Bold copper core has low resistance and more stable signal 
transmission
·Made of pure copper wire, flame-retardant high-temperature 
materials to prevent potential safety hazards caused by short circuits
·The product is injection molded to make the solder joints firm, 
not easy to open, and effectively prevent oxidation

product information:

NAME：Medical equipment cable

Features:
·Choose high-quality materials, not easy to break and break, 
longer service life
·Bold copper core has low resistance and more stable signal 
transmission
·Made of pure copper wire, flame-retardant high-temperature 
materials to prevent potential safety hazards caused by short circuits
·The product is injection molded to make the solder joints firm, 
not easy to open, and effectively prevent oxidation

parameter:

name 
model    

Core material     

Outer material     

color   

connector 

parameter name  parameter
Medical equipment wire

Pure copper

PVC

Wire length 0.5-10m

White

customizable

Craft  Injection molding

Supply Spot goods/Custom processing

parameter:

name 
model    

Core material     

Outer material     

color   

connector 

parameter name  parameter
Medical equipment wire

Pure copper

PVC

Wire length 0.5-10m

White

customizable

Craft  Injection molding

Supply Spot goods/Custom processing

product information:

NAME：Medical equipment cable

Features:
·Choose high-quality materials, not easy to break and break, 
longer service life
·Bold copper core has low resistance and more stable signal 
transmission
·Made of pure copper wire, flame-retardant high-temperature 
materials to prevent potential safety hazards caused by short circuits
·The product is injection molded to make the solder joints firm, 
not easy to open, and effectively prevent oxidation

product information:

NAME：Medical equipment cable

Features:
·Choose high-quality materials, not easy to break and break, 
longer service life
·Bold copper core has low resistance and more stable signal 
transmission
·Made of pure copper wire, flame-retardant high-temperature 
materials to prevent potential safety hazards caused by short circuits
·The product is injection molded to make the solder joints firm, 
not easy to open, and effectively prevent oxidation

Focus on R&D and production of high-end wiring harness for 15 years
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NAME：Medical Control Cable

NAME：Medical connecting cable

parameter:

name 
model    

Core material     

Outer material     

color   

connector 

parameter name  parameter
Medical connecting cable

Pure copper

PVC

Wire length 0.5-10m

White

customizable

Craft  Injection molding

Supply Spot goods/Custom processing

parameter:

name 
model    

Core material     

Outer material     

color   

connector 

parameter name  parameter
Medical Control Cable

Pure copper

PVC

Wire length 0.5-10m

White

customizable

Craft  Injection molding

Supply Spot goods/Custom processing

product information:

Features:
·Choose high-quality materials, not easy to break and break, 
longer service life
·Bold copper core has low resistance and more stable signal 
transmission
·Made of pure copper wire, flame-retardant high-temperature 
materials to prevent potential safety hazards caused by short circuits
·The product is injection molded to make the solder joints firm, 
not easy to open, and effectively prevent oxidation

product information:

Features:
·Choose high-quality materials, not easy to break and break, 
longer service life
·Bold copper core has low resistance and more stable signal 
transmission
·Made of pure copper wire, flame-retardant high-temperature 
materials to prevent potential safety hazards caused by short circuits
·The product is injection molded to make the solder joints firm, 
not easy to open, and effectively prevent oxidation

product information:

NAME：Detector harness

Features:

parameter:

·Choose high-quality materials, not easy to break and break,
 longer service life
·Bold copper core has low resistance and more stable signal
 transmission
·Made of pure copper wire, flame-retardant high-temperature
 materials to prevent potential safety hazards caused by short circuits
·The product is injection molded to make the solder joints firm,
 not easy to open, and effectively prevent oxidation

name   
model  

Core material  

Outer material   

color 

connector 

parameter name parameter
Detector harness

Pure copper

PVC

Wire length   0.5-10m

black

Customizable socket

Craft   Injection molding

Supply Spot goods/Custom processing

AUTOMOBILE 
CABLE

Applicable industry:

AUTOMOBILE WIRE HARNESS

automobile Electric car Connector

motorcycle Battery car ...

Focus on R&D and production of high-end wiring harness for 15 years
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product information:

NAME：Car modification

Features:

parameter:

·Choose high-quality materials, not easy to break and break,
 longer service life
·Bold copper core has low resistance and more stable signal
 transmission
·Made of pure copper wire, flame-retardant high-temperature
 materials to prevent potential safety hazards caused by short circuits
·The product is injection molded to make the solder joints firm,
 not easy to open, and effectively prevent oxidation

name  
model  

Core material   

Outer material    

color 

connector  

parameter name parameter
Car modification

Pure copper

PVC

Wire length 0.5-10m

Multicolor

Customizable socket

Craft  Injection molding

Supply  Spot goods/Custom processing

product information:

NAME：automobile cable

Features:

parameter:

·Choose high-quality materials, not easy to break and break,
 longer service life
·Bold copper core has low resistance and more stable signal
 transmission
·Made of pure copper wire, flame-retardant high-temperature
 materials to prevent potential safety hazards caused by short circuits
·The product is injection molded to make the solder joints firm,
 not easy to open, and effectively prevent oxidation

name
model  

Core material   

Outer material   

color 

connector 

parameter name parameter
automobile cable

Pure copper

PVC

Wire length 0.5-10m

Multicolor

Customizable socket

Craft Injection molding

Supply  Spot goods/Custom processing

product information:

NAME：car horn cable

Features:

parameter:

·Choose high-quality materials, not easy to break and break,
 longer service life
·Bold copper core has low resistance and more stable signal
 transmission
·Made of pure copper wire, flame-retardant high-temperature
 materials to prevent potential safety hazards caused by short circuits
·The product is injection molded to make the solder joints firm,
 not easy to open, and effectively prevent oxidation

name 
model   

Core material    

Outer material    

parameter name parameter
car horn cable

Pure copper

PVC

product information:

NAME：car engine cable

Features:

parameter:

·Choose high-quality materials, not easy to break and break,
 longer service life
·Bold copper core has low resistance and more stable signal
 transmission
·Made of pure copper wire, flame-retardant high-temperature
 materials to prevent potential safety hazards caused by short circuits
·The product is injection molded to make the solder joints firm,
 not easy to open, and effectively prevent oxidation

name
model  

Core material    

Outer material   

color  

connector 

parameter name parameter
car engine cable

Pure copper

PVC

Wire length 0.5-10m

black

Customizable socket

Craft  Injection molding

Supply Spot goods/Custom processing

color  

connector  

black

Customizable socket

Craft Injection molding

Supply Spot goods/Custom processingWire length 0.5-10m

Focus on R&D and production of high-end wiring harness for 15 years



NAME：automobile cable

NAME：Agricultural vehicle cable
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product information:

NAME：Car fog lights cable

Features:

parameter:

·Choose high-quality materials, not easy to break and break,
 longer service life
·Bold copper core has low resistance and more stable signal
 transmission
·Made of pure copper wire, flame-retardant high-temperature
 materials to prevent potential safety hazards caused by short circuits
·The product is injection molded to make the solder joints firm,
 not easy to open, and effectively prevent oxidation

name 
model  

Core material  

Outer material     

parameter name parameter
Car fog lights cable

Pure copper

PVC

product information:

NAME：Battery car power cable

Features:

parameter:

·Choose high-quality materials, not easy to break and break,
 longer service life
·Bold copper core has low resistance and more stable signal
 transmission
·Made of pure copper wire, flame-retardant high-temperature
 materials to prevent potential safety hazards caused by short circuits
·The product is injection molded to make the solder joints firm,
 not easy to open, and effectively prevent oxidation

name
model   

Core material    

Outer material    

color   

connector 

parameter name parameter
Battery car power cable

Pure copper

PVC

Wire length 0.5-10m

black

Customizable socket

Craft  Injection molding

Supply  Spot goods/Custom processing

color   

connector  

Multicolor

Customizable socket

Craft Injection molding

Supply Spot goods/Custom processingWire length 0.5-10m

product information:

Features:

parameter:

·Choose high-quality materials, not easy to break and break,
 longer service life
·Bold copper core has low resistance and more stable signal
 transmission
·Made of pure copper wire, flame-retardant high-temperature
 materials to prevent potential safety hazards caused by short circuits
·The product is injection molded to make the solder joints firm,
 not easy to open, and effectively prevent oxidation

name 
model  

Core material  

Outer material     

parameter name parameter
automobile cable

Pure copper

PVC

product information:

Features:

parameter:

·Choose high-quality materials, not easy to break and break,
 longer service life
·Bold copper core has low resistance and more stable signal
 transmission
·Made of pure copper wire, flame-retardant high-temperature
 materials to prevent potential safety hazards caused by short circuits
·The product is injection molded to make the solder joints firm,
 not easy to open, and effectively prevent oxidation

name
model   

Core material    

Outer material    

color   

connector 

parameter name parameter
Agricultural vehicle cable

Pure copper

PVC

Wire length 0.5-10m

black

Customizable socket

Craft  Injection molding

Supply  Spot goods/Custom processing

color   

connector  

Multicolor

Customizable socket

Craft Injection molding

Supply Spot goods/Custom processingWire length 0.5-10m

Focus on R&D and production of high-end wiring harness for 15 years
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NAME：Wire for car lights

NAME：Car data detection cable

NAME：car audio control cable

NAME：car audio cable

product information:

Features:

parameter:

·Choose high-quality materials, not easy to break and break,
 longer service life
·Bold copper core has low resistance and more stable signal
 transmission
·Made of pure copper wire, flame-retardant high-temperature
 materials to prevent potential safety hazards caused by short circuits
·The product is injection molded to make the solder joints firm,
 not easy to open, and effectively prevent oxidation

·Choose high-quality materials, not easy to break and break,
 longer service life
·Bold copper core has low resistance and more stable signal
 transmission
·Made of pure copper wire, flame-retardant high-temperature
 materials to prevent potential safety hazards caused by short circuits
·The product is injection molded to make the solder joints firm,
 not easy to open, and effectively prevent oxidation

name 
model  

Core material  

Outer material     

parameter name parameter
Wire for car lights

Pure copper

PVC

product information:

Features:

parameter:

name
model   

Core material    

Outer material    

color   

connector 

parameter name parameter
Car data detection cable

Pure copper

PVC

Wire length 0.5-10m

black

Customizable socket

Craft  Injection molding

Supply  Spot goods/Custom processing

color   

connector  

Multicolor

Customizable socket

Craft Injection molding

Supply Spot goods/Custom processingWire length 0.5-10m

product information:

Features:

parameter:

·Choose high-quality materials, not easy to break and break,
 longer service life
·Bold copper core has low resistance and more stable signal
 transmission
·Made of pure copper wire, flame-retardant high-temperature
 materials to prevent potential safety hazards caused by short circuits
·The product is injection molded to make the solder joints firm,
 not easy to open, and effectively prevent oxidation

·Choose high-quality materials, not easy to break and break,
 longer service life
·Bold copper core has low resistance and more stable signal
 transmission
·Made of pure copper wire, flame-retardant high-temperature
 materials to prevent potential safety hazards caused by short circuits
·The product is injection molded to make the solder joints firm,
 not easy to open, and effectively prevent oxidation

name 
model  

Core material  

Outer material     

parameter name parameter
car audio control cable

Pure copper

PVC

product information:

Features:

parameter:

name
model   

Core material    

Outer material    

color   

connector 

parameter name parameter
car audio cable

Pure copper

PVC

Wire length 0.5-10m

black

Customizable socket

Craft  Injection molding

Supply  Spot goods/Custom processing

color   

connector  

Multicolor

Customizable socket

Craft Injection molding

Supply Spot goods/Custom processingWire length 0.5-10m

Focus on R&D and production of high-end wiring harness for 15 years
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parameter:

name 
model    

Core material     

Outer material     

color   

connector 

parameter name  parameter
19-pin female wire

Pure copper

PVC

Wire length 0.5-10m

green

Waterproof connector

Craft  Injection molding

Supply Spot goods/Custom processing

parameter:

name 
model    

Core material     

Outer material     

color   

connector 

parameter name  parameter
2-pin single head wire

Pure copper

PVC

Wire length 0.5-10m

black

Waterproof connector

Craft  Injection molding

Supply Spot goods/Custom processing

product information:

NAME：19 pin female wire

Features:
·IP67/68 waterproof rating to prevent short circuit leakage of 
copper parts, waterproof and drop resistant
·Overall flame retardant, no spontaneous combustion in case 
of open flames, eliminating safety hazards
·Can work in high humidity environment, corrosion resistance, 
anti-aging
·The product is injection molded to make the solder joints firm, 
resistant to plugging and unplugging, and effectively prevent oxidation

product information:

NAME：2-pin single head cable

Features:
·IP67/68 waterproof rating to prevent short circuit leakage of 
copper parts, waterproof and drop resistant
·Overall flame retardant, no spontaneous combustion in case 
of open flames, eliminating safety hazards
·Can work in high humidity environment, corrosion resistance, 
anti-aging
·The product is injection molded to make the solder joints firm, 
resistant to plugging and unplugging, and effectively prevent oxidation

·IP67/68 waterproof rating to prevent short circuit leakage of 
copper parts, waterproof and drop resistant
·Overall flame retardant, no spontaneous combustion in case 
of open flames, eliminating safety hazards
·Can work in high humidity environment, corrosion resistance, 
anti-aging
·The product is injection molded to make the solder joints firm, 
resistant to plugging and unplugging, and effectively prevent oxidationparameter:

name 
model    

Core material     

Outer material     

color   

connector 

parameter name  parameter
4-pin single head wire

Pure copper

PVC

Wire length 0.5-10m

black

Waterproof connector

Craft  Injection molding

Supply Spot goods/Custom processing

product information:

NAME：4-pin single head cable

Features:

WATERPROOF CABLE 
SERIES

Applicable industry:

WATERPROOF CABLE SERIES

Street lamp led screen yacht

equipment Communication ...

Focus on R&D and production of high-end wiring harness for 15 years
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parameter:

name 
model    

Core material     

Outer material     

color   

connector 

parameter name  parameter
6-pin male and female cable

Pure copper

PVC

Wire length 0.5-10m

black

Waterproof connector

Craft  Injection molding

Supply Spot goods/Custom processing

product information:

NAME：6-pin male and female cable

Features:
·IP67/68 waterproof rating to prevent short circuit leakage of 
copper parts, waterproof and drop resistant
·Overall flame retardant, no spontaneous combustion in case 
of open flames, eliminating safety hazards
·Can work in high humidity environment, corrosion resistance, 
anti-aging
·The product is injection molded to make the solder joints firm, 
resistant to plugging and unplugging, and effectively prevent oxidation

·IP67/68 waterproof rating to prevent short circuit leakage of 
copper parts, waterproof and drop resistant
·Overall flame retardant, no spontaneous combustion in case 
of open flames, eliminating safety hazards
·Can work in high humidity environment, corrosion resistance, 
anti-aging
·The product is injection molded to make the solder joints firm, 
resistant to plugging and unplugging, and effectively prevent oxidationparameter:

name 
model    

Core material     

Outer material     

color   

connector 

parameter name  parameter
12-pin + 8-pin cable

Pure copper

PVC

Wire length 0.5-10m

black

Waterproof connector

Craft  Injection molding

Supply Spot goods/Custom processing

product information:

NAME：12-pin + 8-pin cable

Features:

parameter:

name 
model    

Core material     

Outer material     

color   

connector 

parameter name  parameter
26-pin male cable

Pure copper

PVC

Wire length 0.5-10m

black

Waterproof connector

Craft  Injection molding

Supply Spot goods/Custom processing

product information:

NAME：26-pin male cable

Features:
·IP67/68 waterproof rating to prevent short circuit leakage of 
copper parts, waterproof and drop resistant
·Overall flame retardant, no spontaneous combustion in case 
of open flames, eliminating safety hazards
·Can work in high humidity environment, corrosion resistance, 
anti-aging
·The product is injection molded to make the solder joints firm, 
resistant to plugging and unplugging, and effectively prevent oxidation

·IP67/68 waterproof rating to prevent short circuit leakage of 
copper parts, waterproof and drop resistant
·Overall flame retardant, no spontaneous combustion in case 
of open flames, eliminating safety hazards
·Can work in high humidity environment, corrosion resistance, 
anti-aging
·The product is injection molded to make the solder joints firm, 
resistant to plugging and unplugging, and effectively prevent oxidationparameter:

name 
model    

Core material     

Outer material     

color   

connector 

parameter name  parameter
8-pin male cable

Pure copper

PVC

Wire length 0.5-10m

black

Waterproof connector

Craft  Injection molding

Supply Spot goods/Custom processing

product information:

NAME：8-pin male cable

Features:

Focus on R&D and production of high-end wiring harness for 15 years
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parameter:

name 
model    

Core material     

Outer material     

color   

connector 

parameter name  parameter
1-pin male and female cable

Pure copper

PVC

Wire length 0.5-10m

black

Waterproof connector

Craft  Injection molding

Supply Spot goods/Custom processing

product information:

NAME：1-pin male and female cable

Features:
·IP67/68 waterproof rating to prevent short circuit leakage of 
copper parts, waterproof and drop resistant
·Overall flame retardant, no spontaneous combustion in case 
of open flames, eliminating safety hazards
·Can work in high humidity environment, corrosion resistance, 
anti-aging
·The product is injection molded to make the solder joints firm, 
resistant to plugging and unplugging, and effectively prevent oxidation

·IP67/68 waterproof rating to prevent short circuit leakage of 
copper parts, waterproof and drop resistant
·Overall flame retardant, no spontaneous combustion in case 
of open flames, eliminating safety hazards
·Can work in high humidity environment, corrosion resistance, 
anti-aging
·The product is injection molded to make the solder joints firm, 
resistant to plugging and unplugging, and effectively prevent oxidationparameter:

name 
model    

Core material     

Outer material     

color   

connector 

parameter name  parameter
7-pin male and female cable

Pure copper

PVC

Wire length 0.5-10m

black

Waterproof connector

Craft  Injection molding

Supply Spot goods/Custom processing

product information:

NAME：7-pin male and female cable

Features:

parameter:

name 
model    

Core material     

Outer material     

color   

connector 

parameter name  parameter
4-pin male and female cable

Pure copper

PVC

Wire length 0.5-10m

black

Waterproof connector

Craft  Injection molding

Supply Spot goods/Custom processing

product information:

NAME：4-pin male and female cable

Features:
·IP67/68 waterproof rating to prevent short circuit leakage of 
copper parts, waterproof and drop resistant
·Overall flame retardant, no spontaneous combustion in case 
of open flames, eliminating safety hazards
·Can work in high humidity environment, corrosion resistance, 
anti-aging
·The product is injection molded to make the solder joints firm, 
resistant to plugging and unplugging, and effectively prevent oxidation

·IP67/68 waterproof rating to prevent short circuit leakage of 
copper parts, waterproof and drop resistant
·Overall flame retardant, no spontaneous combustion in case 
of open flames, eliminating safety hazards
·Can work in high humidity environment, corrosion resistance, 
anti-aging
·The product is injection molded to make the solder joints firm, 
resistant to plugging and unplugging, and effectively prevent oxidationparameter:

name 
model    

Core material     

Outer material     

color   

connector 

parameter name  parameter
10-pin male and female cable

Pure copper

PVC

Wire length 0.5-10m

black

Waterproof connector

Craft  Injection molding

Supply Spot goods/Custom processing

product information:

NAME：10-pin male and female cable

Features:

Focus on R&D and production of high-end wiring harness for 15 years
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NAME：M12-12P waterproof cable

NAME：M12-6P-90 degree cable

NAME：M8-4P-Waterproof Cable

NAME：M8-6P-Waterproof cable

parameter:

name 
model    

Core material     

Outer material     

color   

connector 

parameter name  parameter
M12-6P-90 degree  cable

Pure copper

PVC

Wire length 0.5-10m

black

Waterproof connector

Craft  Injection molding

Supply Spot goods/Custom processing

product information:

Features:
·IP67/68 waterproof rating to prevent short circuit leakage of 
copper parts, waterproof and drop resistant
·Overall flame retardant, no spontaneous combustion in case 
of open flames, eliminating safety hazards
·Can work in high humidity environment, corrosion resistance, 
anti-aging
·The product is injection molded to make the solder joints firm, 
resistant to plugging and unplugging, and effectively prevent oxidation

·IP67/68 waterproof rating to prevent short circuit leakage of 
copper parts, waterproof and drop resistant
·Overall flame retardant, no spontaneous combustion in case 
of open flames, eliminating safety hazards
·Can work in high humidity environment, corrosion resistance, 
anti-aging
·The product is injection molded to make the solder joints firm, 
resistant to plugging and unplugging, and effectively prevent oxidationparameter:

name 
model    

Core material     

Outer material     

color   

connector 

parameter name  parameter
M12-12P waterproof cable

Pure copper

PVC

Wire length 0.5-10m

black

Waterproof connector

Craft  Injection molding

Supply Spot goods/Custom processing

product information:

Features:

parameter:

name 
model    

Core material     

Outer material     

color   

connector 

parameter name  parameter
M8-6P-Waterproof cable

Pure copper

PVC

Wire length 0.5-10m

black

Waterproof connector

Craft  Injection molding

Supply Spot goods/Custom processing

product information:

Features:
·IP67/68 waterproof rating to prevent short circuit leakage of 
copper parts, waterproof and drop resistant
·Overall flame retardant, no spontaneous combustion in case 
of open flames, eliminating safety hazards
·Can work in high humidity environment, corrosion resistance, 
anti-aging
·The product is injection molded to make the solder joints firm, 
resistant to plugging and unplugging, and effectively prevent oxidation

·IP67/68 waterproof rating to prevent short circuit leakage of 
copper parts, waterproof and drop resistant
·Overall flame retardant, no spontaneous combustion in case 
of open flames, eliminating safety hazards
·Can work in high humidity environment, corrosion resistance, 
anti-aging
·The product is injection molded to make the solder joints firm, 
resistant to plugging and unplugging, and effectively prevent oxidationparameter:

name 
model    

Core material     

Outer material     

color   

connector 

parameter name  parameter
M8-4P-Waterproof Cable

Pure copper

PVC

Wire length 0.5-10m

black

Waterproof connector

Craft  Injection molding

Supply Spot goods/Custom processing

product information:

Features:

Focus on R&D and production of high-end wiring harness for 15 years
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NAME：34P-4 M12-4P CABLE

NAME：16M-8P-Aviation head cable

NAME：M12-4PIN-CABLE

NAME：M16-5PIN-CABLE

parameter:

name 
model    

Core material     

Outer material     

color   

connector 

parameter name  parameter
16M-8P-Aviation head CABLE

Pure copper

PVC

Wire length 0.5-10m

black

Waterproof connector

Craft  Injection molding

Supply Spot goods/Custom processing

product information:

Features:
·IP67/68 waterproof rating to prevent short circuit leakage of 
copper parts, waterproof and drop resistant
·Overall flame retardant, no spontaneous combustion in case 
of open flames, eliminating safety hazards
·Can work in high humidity environment, corrosion resistance, 
anti-aging
·The product is injection molded to make the solder joints firm, 
resistant to plugging and unplugging, and effectively prevent oxidation

·IP67/68 waterproof rating to prevent short circuit leakage of 
copper parts, waterproof and drop resistant
·Overall flame retardant, no spontaneous combustion in case 
of open flames, eliminating safety hazards
·Can work in high humidity environment, corrosion resistance, 
anti-aging
·The product is injection molded to make the solder joints firm, 
resistant to plugging and unplugging, and effectively prevent oxidationparameter:

name 
model    

Core material     

Outer material     

color   

connector 

parameter name  parameter
34P-4 M12-4P CABLE

Pure copper

PVC

Wire length 0.5-10m

black

Waterproof connector

Craft  Injection molding

Supply Spot goods/Custom processing

product information:

Features:

parameter:

name 
model    

Core material     

Outer material     

color   

connector 

parameter name  parameter
M16-5PIN-CABLE

Pure copper

PVC

Wire length 0.5-10m

black

Waterproof connector

Craft  Injection molding

Supply Spot goods/Custom processing

product information:

Features:
·IP67/68 waterproof rating to prevent short circuit leakage of 
copper parts, waterproof and drop resistant
·Overall flame retardant, no spontaneous combustion in case 
of open flames, eliminating safety hazards
·Can work in high humidity environment, corrosion resistance, 
anti-aging
·The product is injection molded to make the solder joints firm, 
resistant to plugging and unplugging, and effectively prevent oxidation

·IP67/68 waterproof rating to prevent short circuit leakage of 
copper parts, waterproof and drop resistant
·Overall flame retardant, no spontaneous combustion in case 
of open flames, eliminating safety hazards
·Can work in high humidity environment, corrosion resistance, 
anti-aging
·The product is injection molded to make the solder joints firm, 
resistant to plugging and unplugging, and effectively prevent oxidationparameter:

name 
model    

Core material     

Outer material     

color   

connector 

parameter name  parameter
M12-4PIN-CABLE

Pure copper

PVC

Wire length 0.5-10m

black

Waterproof connector

Craft  Injection molding

Supply Spot goods/Custom processing

product information:

Features:

Focus on R&D and production of high-end wiring harness for 15 years
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product information:

NAME：DF19-41P-JAE-31P

Features:

parameter:

product information:

NAME：40P-HIROSE-40P

Features:

parameter:

product information:

NAME：JAE30P-PITCH2.0 40P

Features:

parameter:Applicable industry:

LVDS CABLE SERIES

LCD screen TV set LED screen

computer machinen ...

name 
model    

Core material     

Outer material     

color   

connector 

parameter name  parameter
LVDS-HIROSE-DF19-41PIN---JAE-FIX-31PIN

Pure copper

PVC

Wire length 0.5-10m

black

Waterproof connector

Craft  Acetate cloth

Supply Spot goods/Custom processing

name 
model    

Core material     

Outer material     

color   

connector 

parameter name  parameter
40PIN---HIROSE-40PIN

Pure copper

PVC

Wire length 0.5-10m

black

Waterproof connector

Craft  Acetate cloth

Supply Spot goods/Custom processing

name 
model    

Core material     

Outer material     

color   

connector 

parameter name  parameter
LVDC-JAE-FIX-30PIN---PITCH2.0-40PIN

Pure copper

PVC

Wire length 0.5-10m

black

Waterproof connector

Craft  Acetate cloth

Supply Spot goods/Custom processing

·Strict selection of pure copper material FlX30P, not easy to 
damage, strong stability, safe and reliable
· Flame retardant, high temperature resistance, ultra-high-definition, 
compact and lightweight, and strong flexibility
·Can work in high humidity environment, anti-corrosion, anti-aging
·Coated with acetic acid cloth, anti-interference, protection wire

·Strict selection of pure copper material FlX30P, not easy to 
damage, strong stability, safe and reliable
· Flame retardant, high temperature resistance, ultra-high-definition, 
compact and lightweight, and strong flexibility
·Can work in high humidity environment, anti-corrosion, anti-aging
·Coated with acetic acid cloth, anti-interference, protection wire

·Strict selection of pure copper material FlX30P, not easy to 
damage, strong stability, safe and reliable
· Flame retardant, high temperature resistance, ultra-high-definition, 
compact and lightweight, and strong flexibility
·Can work in high humidity environment, anti-corrosion, anti-aging
·Coated with acetic acid cloth, anti-interference, protection wire

LVDS HARNESS

Focus on R&D and production of high-end wiring harness for 15 years
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NAME：LVDS-20P-FIX-30P

NAME：MOLEX-20P-40P

NAME：LVDS-20P---JAE-30P

NAME：JAE-31PIN-40PIN

product information:

Features:

parameter:

product information:

Features:

parameter:

name 
model    

Core material     

Outer material     

color   

connector 

parameter name  parameter
MOLEX-20P-40P

Pure copper

PVC

Wire length 0.5-10m

black

Waterproof connector

Craft  Acetate cloth

Supply Spot goods/Custom processing

name 
model    

Core material     

Outer material     

color   

connector 

parameter name  parameter
LVDS-20P-FIX-30P

Pure copper

PVC

Wire length 0.5-10m

black

Waterproof connector

Craft  Acetate cloth

Supply Spot goods/Custom processing

·Strict selection of pure copper material FlX30P, not easy to 
damage, strong stability, safe and reliable
· Flame retardant, high temperature resistance, ultra-high-definition, 
compact and lightweight, and strong flexibility
·Can work in high humidity environment, anti-corrosion, anti-aging
·Coated with acetic acid cloth, anti-interference, protection wire

·Strict selection of pure copper material FlX30P, not easy to 
damage, strong stability, safe and reliable
· Flame retardant, high temperature resistance, ultra-high-definition, 
compact and lightweight, and strong flexibility
·Can work in high humidity environment, anti-corrosion, anti-aging
·Coated with acetic acid cloth, anti-interference, protection wire

product information:

Features:

parameter:

product information:

Features:

parameter:

name 
model    

Core material     

Outer material     

color   

connector 

parameter name  parameter
JAE-31PIN-40PIN

Pure copper

PVC

Wire length 0.5-10m

black

Waterproof connector

Craft  Acetate cloth

Supply Spot goods/Custom processing

name 
model    

Core material     

Outer material     

color   

connector 

parameter name  parameter
LVDS-20P---JAE-30P

Pure copper

PVC

Wire length 0.5-10m

black

Waterproof connector

Craft  Acetate cloth

Supply Spot goods/Custom processing

·Strict selection of pure copper material FlX30P, not easy to 
damage, strong stability, safe and reliable
· Flame retardant, high temperature resistance, ultra-high-definition, 
compact and lightweight, and strong flexibility
·Can work in high humidity environment, anti-corrosion, anti-aging
·Coated with acetic acid cloth, anti-interference, protection wire

·Strict selection of pure copper material FlX30P, not easy to 
damage, strong stability, safe and reliable
· Flame retardant, high temperature resistance, ultra-high-definition, 
compact and lightweight, and strong flexibility
·Can work in high humidity environment, anti-corrosion, anti-aging
·Coated with acetic acid cloth, anti-interference, protection wire

Focus on R&D and production of high-end wiring harness for 15 years
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NAME：LVDS-JAE-40PIN

NAME：LVDS-MOLEX

NAME：LVDS-FIX-13PIN---31PIN

Coaxial cable

Applicable industry:

RF CABLE SERIES

computerTeltelevision

network Signal ...

product information:

Features:

parameter:

product information:

Features:

parameter:

name 
model    

Core material     

Outer material     

color   

connector 

parameter name  parameter
LVDS-MOLEX

Pure copper

PVC

Wire length 0.5-10m

black

Waterproof connector

Craft  Acetate cloth

Supply Spot goods/Custom processing

name 
model    

Core material     

Outer material     

color   

connector 

parameter name  parameter
LVDS-JAE-40PIN

Pure copper

PVC

Wire length 0.5-10m

black

Waterproof connector

Craft  Acetate cloth

Supply Spot goods/Custom processing

·Strict selection of pure copper material FlX30P, not easy to 
damage, strong stability, safe and reliable
· Flame retardant, high temperature resistance, ultra-high-definition, 
compact and lightweight, and strong flexibility
·Can work in high humidity environment, anti-corrosion, anti-aging
·Coated with acetic acid cloth, anti-interference, protection wire

·Strict selection of pure copper material FlX30P, not easy to 
damage, strong stability, safe and reliable
· Flame retardant, high temperature resistance, ultra-high-definition, 
compact and lightweight, and strong flexibility
·Can work in high humidity environment, anti-corrosion, anti-aging
·Coated with acetic acid cloth, anti-interference, protection wire

product information:

Features:

parameter:

name 
model    

Core material     

Outer material     

color   

connector 

parameter name  parameter
LVDS-FIX-13PIN---31PIN

Pure copper

PVC

Wire length 0.5-10m

black

Waterproof connector

Craft  Acetate cloth

Supply Spot goods/Custom processing

·Strict selection of pure copper material FlX30P, not easy to 
damage, strong stability, safe and reliable
· Flame retardant, high temperature resistance, ultra-high-definition, 
compact and lightweight, and strong flexibility
·Can work in high humidity environment, anti-corrosion, anti-aging
·Coated with acetic acid cloth, anti-interference, protection wire

Focus on R&D and production of high-end wiring harness for 15 years
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product information:

NAME：BNC cable RG316

product information:

NAME：SMA-SMB-IPEX-CABLE

NAME：SMB-Wire RG316

NAME：TNC-CABLE-RG174

parameter:

name 
model    

Core material     

Outer material     

color   

connector 

parameter name  parameter
LVDS-FIX-13PIN---31PIN

Pure copper

PVC

Wire length 0.5-10m

black

Sma connector

Craft  shrink sleeve

Supply Spot goods/Custom processing

Features:
·Using selected waterproof material shell zinc alloy needle pure 
copper
·No rust, anti-corrosion transmission performance is faster and 
more durable
·Strictly test each product many times to ensure the pass rate and 
better quality
·Precise workmanship, good conductivity, anti-oxidation, no rust, 
wear-resistant and more durable

parameter:

name 
model    

Core material     

Outer material     

color   

connector 

parameter name  parameter
SMA-SMB-IPEX-CABLE

Pure copper

PVC

Wire length 0.5-10m

black

Sma connector

Craft  shrink sleeve

Supply Spot goods/Custom processing

Features:
·Using selected waterproof material shell zinc alloy needle pure 
copper
·No rust, anti-corrosion transmission performance is faster and 
more durable
·Strictly test each product many times to ensure the pass rate and 
better quality
·Precise workmanship, good conductivity, anti-oxidation, no rust, 
wear-resistant and more durable

product information:

product information:

parameter:

name 
model    

Core material     

Outer material     

color   

connector 

parameter name  parameter
SMB-Wire RG316

Pure copper

PVC

Wire length 0.5-10m

black

Sma connector

Craft  shrink sleeve

Supply Spot goods/Custom processing

Features:
·Using selected waterproof material shell zinc alloy needle pure 
copper
·No rust, anti-corrosion transmission performance is faster and 
more durable
·Strictly test each product many times to ensure the pass rate and 
better quality
·Precise workmanship, good conductivity, anti-oxidation, no rust, 
wear-resistant and more durable

parameter:

name 
model    

Core material     

Outer material     

color   

connector 

parameter name  parameter
TNC-CABLE-RG174

Pure copper

PVC

Wire length 0.5-10m

black

Sma connector

Craft  shrink sleeve

Supply Spot goods/Custom processing

Features:
·Using selected waterproof material shell zinc alloy needle pure 
copper
·No rust, anti-corrosion transmission performance is faster and 
more durable
·Strictly test each product many times to ensure the pass rate and 
better quality
·Precise workmanship, good conductivity, anti-oxidation, no rust, 
wear-resistant and more durable

Focus on R&D and production of high-end wiring harness for 15 years
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product information:

NAME：UL-40PIN-40PIN

Features:
· Low resistance, long-lasting and stable safety performance, 

safe without overheating

· The overall flame retardant, will not spontaneously ignite in 

case of open fire, and eliminate potential safety hazards

·Can work in high humidity environment, anti-corrosion, anti-aging

·Using precision molds to ensure product quality

产品名称：UL2464-13P-IDC-26PIN

NAME：Flexible Flat Cable

Flat cable 

Applicable industry:

FLAT CABLE SERIES

appliances television ship

industry machine ...

parameter:

name 
model    

Core material     

Outer material     

color   

connector 

parameter name  parameter
UL-2678-30AWG-40PIN-40PIN

Pure copper

PVC

Wire length 0.5-10m

black

IDC connector

Craft  Injection molding

Supply Spot goods/Custom processing

product information:

Features:
· Low resistance, long-lasting and stable safety performance, 

safe without overheating

· The overall flame retardant, will not spontaneously ignite in 

case of open fire, and eliminate potential safety hazards

·Can work in high humidity environment, anti-corrosion, anti-aging

·Using precision molds to ensure product quality

parameter:

name 
model    

Core material     

Outer material     

color   

connector 

parameter name  parameter
UL2464-13P-Connector IDC-26PIN

Pure copper

PVC

Wire length 0.5-10m

black

IDC connector

Craft  Injection molding

Supply Spot goods/Custom processing

product information:

Features:
· Low resistance, long-lasting and stable safety performance, 

safe without overheating

· The overall flame retardant, will not spontaneously ignite in 

case of open fire, and eliminate potential safety hazards

·Can work in high humidity environment, anti-corrosion, anti-aging

·Using precision molds to ensure product quality

parameter:

name 
model    

Core material     

Outer material     

color   

connector 

parameter name  parameter
Flexible Flat Cable

Pure copper

PVC

Wire length 0.5-10m

black

IDC connector

Craft  Injection molding

Supply Spot goods/Custom processing

Focus on R&D and production of high-end wiring harness for 15 years
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常 规 产 品
CONVENTIONAL PRODUCTS

product information:

NAME:D-SUB 9P Data line

Features:

parameter:

·Choose high-quality materials, not easy to break and break, 
longer service life
·Bold copper core has low resistance and more stable signal 
transmission
·Easy to use, plug and play, suitable for DB9 interface
·The product is injection molded to make the solder joints firm, 
not easy to open, and effectively prevent oxidation

name
model 

Core material 

Outer material 

color 

connector

parameter name parameter
DB9P CABLE

Tinned copper wire

PVC

Wire length 0.5-10m

black/Beige

DB9P Male to female

Craft Injection molding

Supply Spot goods/Custom processing

product information:

NAME:D-SUB 25P Data line

Features:

parameter:

·Choose high-quality materials, not easy to break and break, 
longer service life
·Bold copper core has low resistance and more stable signal 
transmission
·Easy to use, plug and play, suitable for DB25 interface
·The product is injection molded to make the solder joints firm, 
not easy to open, and effectively prevent oxidation

name 
model

Core material  

Outer material 

color 

connector

parameter name parameter
DB25P CABLE

Tinned copper wire

PVC

Wire length  0.5-10m

black/Beige

DB25P Male to female

Craft   Injection molding

Supply Spot goods/Custom processing

product information:

NAME：D-SUB 15P Data line

Features:

parameter:

·Choose high-quality materials, not easy to break and break, 
longer service life
·Bold copper core has low resistance and more stable signal 
transmission
·Easy to use, plug and play, suitable for DB15 interface
·The product is injection molded to make the solder joints firm, 
not easy to open, and effectively prevent oxidation

name 
model 

Core material 

Outer material 

color  

connector

parameter name  parameter
DB15P CABLE

Tinned copper wire

PVC

Wire length 0.5-10m

black/Beige

DB15P Male to female

Craft  Injection molding

Supply Spot goods/Custom processing

Applicable industry:

D-SUB SERIES

computer printer TV set

projector machinery ...

D-SUB SERIES

Focus on R&D and production of high-end wiring harness for 15 years
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product information:

NAME：D-SUB 37P Data line

Features:

parameter:

·Choose high-quality materials, not easy to break and break, 
longer service life
·Bold copper core has low resistance and more stable signal 
transmission
·Easy to use, plug and play, suitable for DB37 interface
·The product is injection molded to make the solder joints firm, 
not easy to open, and effectively prevent oxidation

name  
model 

Core material 

Outer material  

parameter name parameter
DB37P CABLE

Tinned copper wire

PVC

product information:

NAME：D-SUB 44P Data line

Features:

parameter:

·Choose high-quality materials, not easy to break and break, 
longer service life
·Bold copper core has low resistance and more stable signal 
transmission
·Easy to use, plug and play, suitable for DB44 interface
·The product is injection molded to make the solder joints firm, 
not easy to open, and effectively prevent oxidation

name 
model 

Core material 

Outer material 

color

connector 

parameter name parameter
DB44P CABLE

Tinned copper wire

PVC

Wire length   0.5-10m

black/Beige

DB37P Male to female

Craft Injection molding

Supply  Spot goods/Custom processing

color   

connector 

black/Beige

DB37P Male to female

Craft  Injection molding

Supply Spot goods/Custom processingWire length  0.5-10m

product information:

NAME：D-SUB 50P Data line

Features:

parameter:

·Choose high-quality materials, not easy to break and break, 
longer service life
·Bold copper core has low resistance and more stable signal 
transmission
·Easy to use, plug and play, suitable for DB50 interface
·The product is injection molded to make the solder joints firm, 
not easy to open, and effectively prevent oxidation

name 
model  

Core material 

Outer material   

parameter name parameter
DB50P CABLE

Tinned copper wire

PVC

product information:

NAME：D-SUB 62P Data line

Features:

parameter:

·Choose high-quality materials, not easy to break and break, 
longer service life
·Bold copper core has low resistance and more stable signal 
transmission
·Easy to use, plug and play, suitable for DB62 interface
·The product is injection molded to make the solder joints firm, 
not easy to open, and effectively prevent oxidation

名称 
model  

Core material  

Outer material    

color  

connector  

参数 名称 参数
DB62P CABLE

Tinned copper wire

PVC

Wire length   0.5-10m

black/Beige

DB62P Male to female

Craft   Injection molding

Supply  Spot goods/Custom processing

color   

connector 

black/Beige

DB50P Male to female

Craft   Injection molding

Supply  Spot goods/Custom processingWire length   0.5-10m

Focus on R&D and production of high-end wiring harness for 15 years
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product information:

NAME：D-SUB 78P Data line

Features:

parameter:

·Choose high-quality materials, not easy to break and break, 
longer service life
·Bold copper core has low resistance and more stable signal 
transmission
·Easy to use, plug and play, suitable for DB50 interface
·The product is injection molded to make the solder joints firm, 
not easy to open, and effectively prevent oxidation

name  
model  

Core material 

Outer material   

parameter name parameter
DB78P CABLE

Tinned copper wire

PVC

color

connector  

black/Beige

DB78P Male to female

Craft    Injection molding

Supply  Spot goods/Custom processingWire length  0.5-10m

product information:

NAME：SCSI 36P Data line

Features:

parameter:

·Choose high-quality materials, not easy to break and break, 
longer service life
·Bold copper core has low resistance and more stable signal 
transmission
·Easy to use, plug and play, suitable for SCSI36 interface
·The product is injection molded to make the solder joints firm, 
not easy to open, and effectively prevent oxidation

name  
model  

Core material  

Outer material 

parameter name parameter
SCSI 36PCABLE

Tinned copper wire

PVC

product information:

NAME：SCSI 50P Data line

Features:

parameter:

·Choose high-quality materials, not easy to break and break, 
longer service life
·Bold copper core has low resistance and more stable signal 
transmission
·Easy to use, plug and play, suitable for SCSI36 interface
·The product is injection molded to make the solder joints firm, 
not easy to open, and effectively prevent oxidation

name 
model  

Core material  

Outer material  

color

connector 

parameter name  parameter
SCSI 50P CABLE

Tinned copper wire

PVC

Wire length   0.5-10m

black/Beige

SCSI 50P Male to Male

Craft Injection molding

Supply 

color 

connector  

black/Beige

SCSI 36P Male to Male

Craft Injection molding

Supply Spot goods/Custom processing

Spot goods/Custom processing

Wire length  0.5-10m

Applicable industry:

SCSI SERIES

equipmentTV setcomputer

CNC mechanical ...

SCSI SERIES

Focus on R&D and production of high-end wiring harness for 15 years
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product information:

NAME：SCSI 68P Data line

Features:

parameter:

·Choose high-quality materials, not easy to break and break, 
longer service life
·Bold copper core has low resistance and more stable signal 
transmission
·Easy to use, plug and play, suitable for SCSI68 interface
·The product is injection molded to make the solder joints firm, 
not easy to open, and effectively prevent oxidation

name 
model  

Core material  

Outer material  

parameter name parameter
SCSI 68P CABLE

Tinned copper wire

PVC

product information:

NAME：VHDCI 68P Data line

Features:

parameter:

·Choose high-quality materials, not easy to break and break, 
longer service life
·Bold copper core has low resistance and more stable signal 
transmission
·Easy to use, plug and play, suitable for VHDCI68 interface
·The product is injection molded to make the solder joints firm, 
not easy to open, and effectively prevent oxidation

name 
model   

Core material  

Outer material   

color   

connector 

parameter name parameter
VHDCI 68P CABLE

Tinned copper wire

PVC

Wire length   0.5-10m

black/Beige

VHDCI 68P Male to Male

Craft  Injection molding

Supply 

color  

connector 

black/Beige

SCSI 68P Male to Male

Craft  Injection molding

Supply  Spot goods/Custom processing

Spot goods/Custom processing

Wire length  0.5-10m

product information:

NAME：SCSI 100P Data line

Features:

parameter:

·Choose high-quality materials, not easy to break and break, 
longer service life
·Bold copper core has low resistance and more stable signal 
transmission
·Easy to use, plug and play, suitable for SCSI100 interface
·The product is injection molded to make the solder joints firm, 
not easy to open, and effectively prevent oxidation

name 
model 

Core material 

Outer material  

parameter name parameter
SCSI 100P CABLE

Tinned copper wire

PVC

color 

connector  

black/Beige

SCSI 100P Male to Male

Craft  Injection molding

Supply   Spot goods/Custom processingWire length   0.5-10m

CAT5/6 SERIES

Applicable industry:

CAT5/6 SERIES

Internet cafeengine roomoffice

monitor network ...

Focus on R&D and production of high-end wiring harness for 15 years
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product information:

NAME：CAT5 CAT6 CABLE

Features:

parameter:

·Environmental protection skin is suitable for indoor, non-toxic, 
effective, flame-retardant, waterproof and sunscreen
·With aluminum foil shielding layer, strong anti-interference ability
·Twisted pair wires are twisted tightly, which greatly enhances 
signal stability and faster transmission
·Oxygen-free copper core has excellent conductivity

name 
model  

Core material 

Outer material  

parameter name name
CAT5 CAT6 CABLE

Oxygen-free copper

PVC

product information:

NAME：High-speed cable

Features:

parameter:

·Environmental protection skin is suitable for indoor, non-toxic, 
effective, flame-retardant, waterproof and sunscreen
·With aluminum foil shielding layer, strong anti-interference ability
·Twisted pair wires are twisted tightly, which greatly enhances 
signal stability and faster transmission
·Oxygen-free copper core has excellent conductivity

name  
model   

Core material 

Outer material

color

connector 

parameter name  parameter
High-speed network cable

Oxygen-free copper

PVC

Wire length  0.5-100m

black

RJ45 Metal head

Craft  Twisted pair

Supply   

color  

connector

blue

RJ45 Crystal Head

Craft  Twisted pair

Supply  Spot goods/Custom processing

Spot goods/Custom processing

Wire length 0.5-100m

product information:

NAME：High-speed cable

Features:

parameter:

·Environmental protection skin is suitable for indoor, non-toxic, 
effective, flame-retardant, waterproof and sunscreen
·With aluminum foil shielding layer, strong anti-interference ability
·Twisted pair wires are twisted tightly, which greatly enhances 
signal stability and faster transmission
·Oxygen-free copper core has excellent conductivity

name 
model  

Core material 

Outer material  

parameter name  parameter
High-speed network cable

Oxygen-free copper

PVC

product information:

NAME：High-speed cable

Features:

parameter:

·Environmental protection skin is suitable for indoor, non-toxic, 
effective, flame-retardant, waterproof and sunscreen
·With aluminum foil shielding layer, strong anti-interference ability
·Twisted pair wires are twisted tightly, which greatly enhances 
signal stability and faster transmission
·Oxygen-free copper core has excellent conductivity

name  
model   

Core material  

Outer material  

color   

connector 

parameter name  parameter
High-speed network cable

Oxygen-free copper

PVC

Wire length   0.5-100m

yellow

RJ45 Metal head

Craft  Twisted pair

Supply  

color   

connector

grey

RJ45 Metal head

Craft  Twisted pair

Supply Spot goods/Custom processing

Spot goods/Custom processing

Wire length  0.5-100m
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product information:

NAME：With sheath cable

Features:

parameter:

·Environmental protection skin is suitable for indoor, non-toxic, 
effective, flame-retardant, waterproof and sunscreen
·With aluminum foil shielding layer, strong anti-interference ability
·Twisted pair wires are twisted tightly, which greatly enhances 
signal stability and faster transmission
·Oxygen-free copper core has excellent conductivity

name 
model  

Core material   

Outer material  

parameter name parameter
With sheath cable

Oxygen-free copper

PVC

product information:

NAME：High-speed cable

Features:

parameter:

·Environmental protection skin is suitable for indoor, non-toxic, 
effective, flame-retardant, waterproof and sunscreen
·With aluminum foil shielding layer, strong anti-interference ability
·Twisted pair wires are twisted tightly, which greatly enhances 
signal stability and faster transmission
·Oxygen-free copper core has excellent conductivity

name 
model 

Core material  

Core material  

color   

connector  

parameter name   parameter
High-speed network cable

Oxygen-free copper

PVC

Wire length   0.5-100m

black

RJ45 Crystal Head

Craft Twisted pair

Supply 

color    

connector 

black

RJ45 Crystal Head

Craft  Twisted pair

Supply Spot goods/Custom processing

Spot goods/Custom processing

Wire length    0.5-100m

product information:

NAME：High-speed cable

Features:

parameter:

·Environmental protection skin is suitable for indoor, non-toxic, 
effective, flame-retardant, waterproof and sunscreen
·With aluminum foil shielding layer, strong anti-interference ability
·Twisted pair wires are twisted tightly, which greatly enhances 
signal stability and faster transmission
·Oxygen-free copper core has excellent conductivity

name 
model   

Core material 

Outer material  

parameter name  parameter
High-speed network cable

Oxygen-free copper

PVC

product information:

NAME：reel High-speed cable

Features:

parameter:

·Environmental protection skin is suitable for indoor, non-toxic, 
effective, flame-retardant, waterproof and sunscreen
·With aluminum foil shielding layer, strong anti-interference ability
·Twisted pair wires are twisted tightly, which greatly enhances 
signal stability and faster transmission
·Oxygen-free copper core has excellent conductivity

name  
model   

Core material 

Outer material  

color  

connector 

parameter name parameter
reel High-speed cable

Oxygen-free copper

PVC

Wire length 0.5-100m

black /blue

RJ45 Crystal Head

Craft Twisted pair

Supply  

color 

connector 

blue

RJ45 Crystal Head

Craft   Twisted pair

Supply Spot goods/Custom processing

Spot goods/Custom processing

Wire length  0.5-100m
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HDMI、DP、DVI、VGA
SERIES

Applicable industry:

HDMI、DP、DVI、VGA SERIES

computer Display screen TV set

Digital CNC ...

product information:

NAME：HDMI 4K Data line

Features:

parameter:

·4K high-definition picture quality, simultaneous audio and 
video output, giving you a high-definition vision
·Anti-interference, no flickering screen, multiple weaving, avoid 
signal interference, reject flickering screen
·Multi-function extended use, high-speed lossless transmission, 
fun with large-screen mode
·Easy to use, plug and play, widely used equipment, suitable for 
HDMI interface

name  
model  

Core material      

Outer material    

color   

connector 

parameter name parameter
HDMI 4K Data line

Oxygen-free copper

PVC

Wire length 0.5-10m

black

HDMI

Craft Gold plated/nickel plated

Supply Spot goods/Custom processing

product information:

NAME：HDMI Extension cord

Features:

parameter:

·1080P high-definition picture quality, simultaneous audio and 
video output, giving you a high-definition vision
·Anti-interference, no flickering screen, multiple weaving, avoid 
signal interference, reject flickering screen
·Multi-function extended use, high-speed lossless transmission, 
fun with large-screen mode
·Easy to use, plug and play, widely used equipment, suitable for 
HDMI interface

·1080P high-definition picture quality, simultaneous audio and 
video output, giving you a high-definition vision
·Anti-interference, no flickering screen, multiple weaving, avoid 
signal interference, reject flickering screen
·Multi-function extended use, high-speed lossless transmission, 
fun with large-screen mode
·Easy to use, plug and play, widely used equipment, suitable for 
HDMI interface

name  
model  

Core material      

Outer material    

color   

connector 

parameter name parameter
HDMI Extension cord

Pure copper

PVC

Wire length 0.5-10m

black

HDMI

Craft Gold plated/nickel plated

Supply Spot goods/Custom processing

product information:

NAME：HDMI Data line

Features:

parameter:

name  
model  

Core material      

Outer material    

color   

connector 

parameter name parameter
HDMI Data line

Pure copper

PVC

Wire length 0.5-10m

black

HDMI

Craft Gold plated/nickel plated

Supply Spot goods/Custom processing

Focus on R&D and production of high-end wiring harness for 15 years
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product information:

NAME：HDMI ONE 90 Data line

Features:

parameter:

·1080P high-definition picture quality, simultaneous audio and 
video output, giving you a high-definition vision
·Anti-interference, no flickering screen, multiple weaving, avoid 
signal interference, reject flickering screen
·Multi-function extended use, high-speed lossless transmission, 
fun with large-screen mode
·Easy to use, plug and play, widely used equipment, suitable for 
HDMI interface

·1080P high-definition picture quality, simultaneous audio and 
video output, giving you a high-definition vision
·Anti-interference, no flickering screen, multiple weaving, avoid 
signal interference, reject flickering screen
·Multi-function extended use, high-speed lossless transmission, 
fun with large-screen mode
·Easy to use, plug and play, widely used equipment, suitable for 
HDMI interface

name  
model  

Core material      

Outer material    

color   

connector 

parameter name parameter
HDMI ONE 90 Data line

Pure copper

PVC

Wire length 0.5-10m

black

HDMI

Craft Gold plated/nickel plated

Supply Spot goods/Custom processing

product information:

NAME：HDMI TWIN 90 Data line

Features:

parameter:

name  
model  

Core material      

Outer material    

color   

connector 

parameter name parameter
HDMI TWIN 90 Data line

Pure copper

PVC

Wire length 0.5-10m

black

HDMI

Craft Gold plated/nickel plated

Supply Spot goods/Custom processing

product information:

NAME：DP Data line

Features:

parameter:

·1080P high-definition picture quality, simultaneous audio and 
video output, giving you a high-definition vision
·Anti-interference, no flickering screen, multiple weaving, avoid 
signal interference, reject flickering screen
·Multi-function extended use, high-speed lossless transmission, 
fun with large-screen mode
·Easy to use, plug and play, widely used equipment, suitable for 
DP interface

·4K high-definition picture quality, simultaneous audio and 
video output, giving you a high-definition vision
·Anti-interference, no flickering screen, multiple weaving, avoid 
signal interference, reject flickering screen
·Multi-function extended use, high-speed lossless transmission, 
fun with large-screen mode
·Easy to use, plug and play, widely used equipment, suitable for 
DP interface

name  
model  

Core material      

Outer material    

color   

connector 

parameter name parameter
DP Data line

Pure copper

PVC

Wire length 0.5-10m

black

DP

Craft Gold plated/nickel plated

Supply Spot goods/Custom processing

product information:

NAME：DP 4K Data line

Features:

parameter:

name  
model  

Core material      

Outer material    

color   

connector 

parameter name parameter
DP 4K Data line

Pure copper

PVC

Wire length 0.5-10m

White

DP

Craft Gold plated/nickel plated

Supply Spot goods/Custom processing
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product information:

NAME：MINI DP To DP Data line

Features:

parameter:

·4K high-definition picture quality, simultaneous audio and 
video output, giving you a high-definition vision
·Anti-interference, no flickering screen, multiple weaving, avoid 
signal interference, reject flickering screen
·Multi-function extended use, high-speed lossless transmission, 
fun with large-screen mode
·Easy to use, plug and play, widely used equipment, suitable for 
MINI DP/DP interface

·1080P high-definition picture quality, simultaneous audio and 
video output, giving you a high-definition vision
·Anti-interference, no flickering screen, multiple weaving, avoid 
signal interference, reject flickering screen
·Multi-function extended use, high-speed lossless transmission, 
fun with large-screen mode
·Easy to use, plug and play, widely used equipment, suitable for 
DP interface

name  
model  

Core material      

Outer material    

color   

connector 

parameter name parameter
MINI DP to DP Data line

Pure copper

PVC

Wire length 0.5-10m

White

MINI DP/DP

Craft Gold plated/nickel plated

Supply Spot goods/Custom processing

product information:

NAME：DP Extension cord

Features:

parameter:

name  
model  

Core material      

Outer material    

color   

connector 

parameter name parameter
DP Extension cord

Pure copper

PVC

Wire length 0.5-10m

black

DP

Craft Gold plated/nickel plated

Supply Spot goods/Custom processing

product information:

NAME：DVI HD Data line

Features:

parameter:

·Dual channel, support 2K HD transmission, double the clear 
picture quality experience
·Anti-interference, no flickering screen, multiple weaving, avoid 
signal interference, reject flickering screen
·Multi-function extended use, high-speed lossless transmission, 
fun with large-screen mode
·Easy to use, plug and play, widely used equipment, suitable for 
DVI interface

·4K high-definition picture quality, simultaneous audio and 
video output, giving you a high-definition vision
·Anti-interference, no flickering screen, multiple weaving, avoid 
signal interference, reject flickering screen
·Multi-function extended use, high-speed lossless transmission, 
fun with large-screen mode
·Easy to use, plug and play, widely used equipment, suitable for 
MINI DP/DP interface

name  
model  

Core material      

Outer material    

color   

connector 

parameter name parameter
DVI HD Data line

Pure copper

PVC

Wire length 0.5-10m

White

DVI

Craft Gold plated/nickel plated

Supply Spot goods/Custom processing

product information:

NAME：MINI DP To DP Data line

Features:

parameter:

name  
model  

Core material      

Outer material    

color   

connector 

parameter name parameter
MINI DP to DP Data line

Pure copper

PVC

Wire length 0.5-10m

black

MINI DP/DP

Craft Gold plated/nickel plated

Supply Spot goods/Custom processing
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product information:

NAME：DVI To VGA Data line

Features:

parameter:

·Dual channel, support 2K HD transmission, double the clear 
picture quality experience
·Anti-interference, no flickering screen, multiple weaving, avoid 
signal interference, reject flickering screen
·Multi-function extended use, high-speed lossless transmission, 
fun with large-screen mode
·Easy to use, plug and play, widely used equipment, suitable for 
DVI/VGA interface

·Dual channel, support 2K HD transmission, double the clear 
picture quality experience
·Anti-interference, no flickering screen, multiple weaving, avoid 
signal interference, reject flickering screen
·Multi-function extended use, high-speed lossless transmission, 
fun with large-screen mode
·Easy to use, plug and play, widely used equipment, suitable for 
DVI interface

name  
model  

Core material      

Outer material    

color   

connector 

parameter name parameter
DVI To VGA Data line

Pure copper

PVC

Wire length 0.5-10m

black

DVI/VGA

Craft Gold plated/nickel plated

Supply Spot goods/Custom processing

product information:

NAME：DVI HD Data line

Features:

parameter:

name  
model  

Core material      

Outer material    

color   

connector 

parameter name parameter
DVI HD Data line

Pure copper

PVC

Wire length 0.5-10m

black

DVI

Craft Gold plated/nickel plated

Supply Spot goods/Custom processing

product information:

NAME：VGA Data line

Features:

parameter:

·Dual channel, support 2K HD transmission, double the clear 
picture quality experience
·Anti-interference, no flickering screen, multiple weaving, avoid 
signal interference, reject flickering screen
·Multi-function extended use, high-speed lossless transmission, 
fun with large-screen mode
·Easy to use, plug and play, widely used equipment, suitable for 
VGA interface

·Dual channel, support 2K HD transmission, double the clear 
picture quality experience
·Anti-interference, no flickering screen, multiple weaving, avoid 
signal interference, reject flickering screen
·Multi-function extended use, high-speed lossless transmission, 
fun with large-screen mode
·Easy to use, plug and play, widely used equipment, suitable for 
VGA interface

name  
model  

Core material      

Outer material    

color   

connector 

parameter name parameter
VGA Data line

Pure copper

PVC

Wire length 0.5-10m

black

VGA

Craft Gold plated/nickel plated

Supply Spot goods/Custom processing

product information:

NAME：VGA Data line

Features:

parameter:

name  
model  

Core material      

Outer material    

color   

connector 

parameter name parameter
VGA Data line

Pure copper

PVC

Wire length 0.5-10m

black

VGA

Craft Gold plated/nickel plated

Supply Spot goods/Custom processing
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Applicable industry:

USB CABLE SERIES

computer display TV

digital machine ...

product information:

NAME：USB CABLE

Features:
·Two-way stable transmission, using thick copper core, fast 

without delay

·Anti-interference, multiple weaving, avoid signal interference, 

electromagnetic interference

·Gold-plated/nickel-plated alloy plug, safe and durable, long 

service life

·Easy to use, plug and play, suitable for USB interface

product information:

NAME：hard drive data cable

Features:
·Connect and read the mobile hard disk box, plug it in and it can 

be used, with sufficient power supply and fast transmission

·USB 3.0 interface standard, data transfer rate up to 5GBPS

·The joint is anti-oxidative and rust-resistant, and the mesh tail is 

designed to resist bending and be more durable.

·Easy to use, plug and play, suitable for USB/MICRO 3.0 interface

product information:

NAME：USB2.0 printer cable

Features:
·Universal square interface device, suitable for a variety of devices

·Anti-interference, no screen flicker, multiple weaving, avoid signal 

interference, electromagnetic interference

·Color printing is not distorted, and the text effect is clear and 

error-free

·Gold-plated/nickel-plated interface, plug and play, no driver 

required, suitable for USB interface

USB CABLE

parameter:

name  
model  

Core material      

Outer material    

color   

connector 

parameter name parameter
USB Data line

Pure copper

PVC

Wire length 0.5-10m

black

USB

Craft Gold plated/nickel plated

Supply Spot goods/Custom processing

parameter:

name  
model  

Core material      

Outer material    

color   

connector 

parameter name parameter
usb printer cable

Pure copper

PVC

Wire length 0.5-10m

black

USB

Craft Gold plated/nickel plated

Supply Spot goods/Custom processing

parameter:

name  
model  

Core material      

Outer material    

color   

connector 

parameter name parameter
hard drive data cable

Pure copper

PVC

Wire length 0.5-10m

black

USB/micro 3.0

Craft Gold plated/nickel plated

Supply Spot goods/Custom processing

Focus on R&D and production of high-end wiring harness for 15 years



product information:

NAME：USB 2.0 extension cable

Features:
·Motherboard 9Pin to USB2.0 double-layer dual-port extension 

cable

·High-fidelity transmission, strong anti-interference ability, and 

reduced transmission signal attenuation

·Multi-function extended use, high-speed lossless transmission

·Gold-plated/nickel-plated interface, plug and play, no driver 

required, suitable for USB interface

product information:

NAME：USB TO DB9 CABLE

Features:
·The joint is anti-oxidative and rust-resistant, and the mesh tail is 

designed to resist bending and be more durable.

·Anti-interference, no screen flicker, multiple weaving, avoid signal 

interference, reject screen flicker

·Pure copper wire, USB to DB9 connection, high-speed lossless 

transmission

·Easy to use, plug and play, suitable for USB/DB9 interface

product information:

NAME：USB 3.0 extension cable

Features:
·Motherboard 20Pin to USB3.0 double-layer dual-port extension 

cable

·High-fidelity transmission, strong anti-interference ability, and 

reduced transmission signal attenuation

· Pure copper wire, extended use, high-speed lossless transmission

·Gold-plated/nickel-plated interface, plug and play, no driver 

required

product information:

NAME：USB3.0 printer cable

Features:
·USB 3.0 square interface device is universal, suitable for a variety 

of devices

·Anti-interference, no screen flicker, multiple weaving, avoid signal 

interference, electromagnetic interference

·Color printing is not distorted, the text effect is clear, and high-

speed printing

·Gold-plated/nickel-plated interface, plug and play, no driver required
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parameter:

name  
model  

Core material      

Outer material    

color   

connector 

parameter name parameter
USB 2.0 extension cable

Pure copper

PVC

Wire length 0.5-10m

black

USB 2.0

Craft Gold plated/nickel plated

Supply Spot goods/Custom processing

parameter:

name  
model  

Core material      

Outer material    

color   

connector 

parameter name parameter
USB to DB9 cable

Pure copper

PVC

Wire length 0.5-10m

black

USB 2.0

Craft Gold plated/nickel plated

Supply Spot goods/Custom processing

parameter:

name  
model  

Core material      

Outer material    

color   

connector 

parameter name parameter
USB 3.0 extension cable

Pure copper

PVC

Wire length 0.5-10m

black

USB 3.0

Craft Gold plated/nickel plated

Supply Spot goods/Custom processing

parameter:

name  
model  

Core material      

Outer material    

color   

connector 

parameter name parameter
USB 3.0 printer cable

Pure copper

PVC

Wire length 0.5-10m

black

USB

Craft Gold plated/nickel plated

Supply Spot goods/Custom processing
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